PRIZE DONATION COMMITMENT FORM
Please complete this form with the details of your game prize donation. We are seeking prizes with a minimum
value of $300 for both games.
The prize donor is responsible to send the prize directly to the winner (as named by ISHRS) at their own expense.
Note the winner may be located anywhere in the world. All prize-donating companies will be recognized on the
game card for the specific game where the prize is awarded as well as in the Final Program Guide. (See fuller game
details on page 2 of this form.)
Thank you for your donation!
Today’s Date:
Company Name:
Contact Person Name:
Name of Prize:
Value of Prize Item:
Quantity of Item Donated:
Phone:
Email Address:

Return this form to Jule Uddfolk, CMP, ISHRS Meeting & Exhibits Manager by September 15, 2020:
juddfolk@ishrs.org
Questions? Email or call Jule at +1-773-883-1236

DETAILS:
The ISHRS is gamifying our virtual World Congress to create elements of fun and collegiality and to encourage
attendees to explore the meeting platform, visiting many areas.
We will have two games during our virtual World Congress, the ISHRS Collegiality Game (as mentioned under
“Hidden Delight Video” above) and the Exhibitor Extravaganza Passport Game. We are seeking prizes with a
minimum value of $300 for both games. The prize donor is responsible to send the prize directly to the winner (as
named by ISHRS) at their own expense. Note the winner may be located anywhere in the world. All prize-donating
companies will be recognized on the game card for the specific game where the prize is awarded as well as in the
Final Program Guide.
GAME DESCRIPTIONS
ISHRS Collegiality Game – Attendees will complete a questionnaire by collecting answers from several areas of the
meeting platform, including the Exhibit Hall where they will look for the five Hidden Delight Videos. These “just for
fun” videos will show ISHRS doctors performing their hobbies or doing other entertaining activities, e.g., musical
performance, sports, mixing favorite cocktails/mocktails, etc. Submitted questionnaires will be awarded prizes
based on a point system and a grand prize drawing.
Exhibitor Extravaganza Passport Game – Attendees will complete a “passport” and enter it for a chance to win. The
passport contains a section for each participating exhibitor (participation is optional for exhibitors) where the player
needs to answer a question submitted by the exhibitor. This should be a company/product related question in which
the attendee must visit your booth to get the answer by asking the question in the chat function. All complete and
correct passports will be entered into the drawing for the prizes.

